In collaboration with our partners

« The Tuesday Hearts »
Block 15
20 x 25 cm 8’’ x 10’’ sewing margins not included

General points:
The background’s strips cutting is given with a 7 mm (1/4’’) margin all around, rounded
up to 15 mm (1/2’’) for both.
Hearts’ patterns are given without sewing margins.
Please, read all the instructions before creating your block.
Materials and cutting:
In printed (small motifs) light fabric :
- 2 strips A of 6 x 26.5 cm (2 ⅜’’ x 10½ ’’)
In a stripy fabric:
- 2 strips B of 3 x 26.5 cm (1’’ x 10½ ’’)
In a flowery fabric (matching the stripy fabric)
- 1 strip C of 9.5 x 26.5 cm (3¾’’ x 10½ ’’)
In 2 coloured fabrics (matching the other fabrics), tone on tone printed, add a 7mm
(1/4’’) margin all around:
- 1 heart 1 in the first fabric
- 2 hearts 2 for the second fabric
Semi-rigid paper for the applique
Glue stick
Realisation:
Pattern 1: Help yourself with the pattern below and sew together the strips A, B and C.

Patterns 2 and 3 : Fold the background rectangle in half in the middle. This mark will help you to
align the hearts. Ce repère vous aidera à aligner les cœurs.
Pick the heart 1 up. On its back, center the paper pattern.
Apply some glue on the sewing margin. Fold up this margin gradually on the paper and all around.
Lightly notch when you arrive at the heart’s hollow.
Iron.
Follow these steps for the 2 hearts 2.
Place the 3 hearts by aligning them on the block background middle. Pin them. Use little invisible
stitches all around the hearts to create your appliques. At the back, hollow out the appliques but
keep a sewing margin. Then, pull out the papers.

Your block 15 is complete and measures 21.5 x 26.5 cm (8 ½’’ x 10 ½’’), sewing margins included.
Our colleague Mathilde created it just for you! And it was the first block of her life!

